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Abstract

The availability of accessible and attractive green spaces is an integral part of urban
quality of life. This paper presents an integrated indicator designed for: (1) the
monitoring of the urban green space provision against quantitative and qualitative
targets; (2) the comparison between cities and city parts; (3) the assessment of the
effects of future policy scenarios; (4) the indication of locations where action is required.
The indicator development was guided by five principles: â€œcitizen basedâ€,
â€œfunctional levelsâ€, â€œpreconditions for useâ€, â€œvariety of qualitiesâ€, and
â€œmultiple useâ€. The parameters were derived from the available research on public
preferences and use of green spaces. The indicator is made operational in a GIS-based
working procedure starting from the residential places and based on a two-step
approach: (1) The accessibility: which green spaces are within reach at different functional
levels? (2) The attractiveness: which are the accessible green spacesâ€™ qualities? The
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GIS-model was applied in four cities of Flanders (northern part of Belgium): Antwerp,
Ghent, Aalst and Kortrijk. This article explains the underlying ideas and the construction
of the monitoring tool and discusses the suitability as a touchstone for current and
future policy as well as its possible guiding role in local planning situations.
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